
PROMOTION LETTER 

SAF Prayer Vigil  

 
Violet Flame and Ruby Fire  

to  

Restore Elemental Life and Transmute the Records of Mu 

March 12th – 14th, 2021 

… 

This prayer vigil is for the transmutation of the burden upon elemental life and souls who cannot move 

on because of the horrendous records of Lemuria that linger. 

In the Harvest Class 1993, which was convoked for the healing of the elementals, the four hierarchs of 

the elements came pleading for us to use the violet flame on behalf of elemental life. They explained 

that the power to bring earth to a golden age will come through a team effort between the sons and 

daughters of God, angels, and elementals.  

Neptune and Luara told us “…there is such a great necessity for violet flame for these elementals, since 

they serve tirelessly, unceasingly, sacrificially that mankind might continue its course, that people might 

yet have life, that they might yet have the necessary balance of food, of water, of elements in their 

bodies that there might yet be a resonance between humanity and the Christ consciousness. … We are 

gratified that the Darjeeling Council has called for this conference that you might dedicate yourselves 

with violet flame on behalf of the elementals, clearing them of the records, the hexes and the cursings, 

[and their] imprisonment in the service of the dark ones. If the dark ones no longer had elemental life in 

their service, they would be bereft of those whom they have used and abused for hundreds of 

thousands of years and more.” 

Ra Mu asked us in 1997 to give violet-flame decrees for the transmutation of the records of the murder 

of the Divine Mother on Lemuria. This will be our other objective; as Ra Mu explained, “this record is a 

deep record, and it must be cleansed ere you will see women truly rise to their full stature in the fullness 

of their Christhood and their femininity. Thus, the records of Lemuria are holding back levels upon levels 

of souls who cannot move on because the records of Lemuria have not been transmuted.” 

So, we will work throughout the weekend to transmute the records of Lemuria and the burden upon the 

majority of souls evolving on terra who can’t move forward until these records are transmuted. 



Ra Mu and priests of the sacred fire from Lemuria promised to match whatever violet-flame decrees 

we give by the power of ten. He implored us to take advantage of this and lay the fruits of the violet 

flame upon the altar of our hearts, our minds, and our souls. This is an open door and an opportunity for 

us to gain our victory and our ascension in the service of the Great White Brotherhood. 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

Friday night, March 12th, from 7 – 10:30 pm CT • THE EARTH ELEMENT – relieving the 

burden on the Gnomes • We will receive the gift of Virgo and Pelleur:  “God and Man in the 

Earth Element: Violet Flame Can Stop Earth Changes” 

Saturday morning, March 13th, from 10 – 12 noon CT • THE AIR ELEMENT – reducing the 

burden upon the Sylphs • Aries and Thor’s dictation:  “Hierarchs of the Sylphs:  Servants of 

God and Man in the Air Element” 

"Saturday afternoon, March 13th, 2021 from 1-4 pm (from Atlanta, GA) • [audio dictation 

from Amaryllis, Goddess of Spring, given 1962 through Mark Prophet]" 

Saturday night, March 13th, from 7 – 11 pm CT • THE FIRE ELEMENT – working with the 

fiery Salamanders •    

GUIDED MEDITATION – traveling in our finer bodies to the “Spiritual Retreat of Violet 

Flame in The Heart Of The Rocky Mountains for the consuming of personal records of 

Lemuria” 

DICTATION from Prince Oromasis and Diana:  “We Would See Transmuted and Erased 

Burdens Upon Elemental Life” 

Sunday morning pre-service, March 14th • SPECIAL VIDEO PRESENTATION:  “Aunt Lois and 

the Gnomes.” 

Sunday morning worship service, March 14th • THE WATER ELEMENT • We will receive a 

very special dispensation in a dictation from Neptune and Luara, entitled:  “I Place a Key in 

Your Hand: Unlock Your Own Prison Cell.”  

Sunday evening March 14th from 6:55 – 8:40 pm CT • RAISING THE MOTHER FLAME • Our 

weekend will conclude with a special Worldwide Flame Transference, celebrating the 

return of the Divine Mother and the image of the Cosmic Virgin in America. We will 

transfer the Flame and the culture of the Motherland from The Sacred Retreat of the Blue 

Flame into our nation’s capital.  

 

 

 


